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My comments 

I am horrified abhorred frightened disgusted knowing that whats left of the torched remaining habitats of Australia’s 

wildlife some represented on the Australian Coat of Arms and more specifically the Koala Groups will continue to 

be logged relentlessly. Considering the immense scientific facts in regards to the extinction of wildlife and habitats 

across Australia and the Planet being ignored by capitalists. What will we say to our children about destroying the 

natural world for the sake of greed and profit. Life is not economy its family, community, environment. Have you 

seen the road sign for Myrtle State Forest outside of Casino NSW. I quote “OUR FORESTS ARE IN SAFE 

HANDS” this is a monumental blatant lie which proves I am living with a government that is more resembling the 

Trump approach that uses lies and pits groups against each other. We are custodians of this marvellous creation it 
does not have dollar value as a human does not have dollar value. Who do you think you are “GOD” that you have 

jurisdiction over life that can be bought and sold and governed over because of your capitalist allegiance’s 

(acknowledging not all capitalists are habitat destroyers and some fabulous champions of the environment). As 

women have always been oppressed and ruled over by the more physically stronger patriarchy we NOW find 

ourselves and our planet in an environmental apocalyptic age… STOP logging our most precious gift of life 

Animals and Environment. 
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